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DISCONNECT BY 
RECONNECTING 
WITH NATURE

ENJOY A WELL-BEING BREAK 

Between the sky and the sea, RELAIS THALASSO 
Pornichet is a well-being destination, a delightful 
harbour where the sea takes care of you, body and 
soul. At the point of La Baule Bay, the view opens 
onto the blue vastness of the ocean and its infinite 
benefits.  

The SEA WELLNESS approach is represented every 
day in treatments and expert advice, adapted physical 
exercise, balanced and delicious food, the cosy comfort 
of the rooms and a refined and attentive welcome. The 
perfect equation of effectiveness and pleasure for the 
promise of total and lasting well-being.

LA MER
PREND SOIN

DE VOUS
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Our four RELAIS THALASSOs invite you to choose the SEA WELLNESS 
experience that best suits you. Four exceptional destinations, four ways 
of letting go and casting off... 

For a week, a weekend, a day... Press pause and let the magic of your 
surroundings take over. Enveloped in the ocean spray, bathed by the sea, in 
osmosis with the elements... with us you will forget the bustle of the world 
and connect to the power of the sea to fully recharge your energy.

WHERE HAVE WE DROPPED ANCHOR?
THE PROMISE OF A UNIQUE ESCAPE

Fascinated by the properties of the marine 
environment for over 30 years, our family developed 
an innovative approach to well-being enriched by the 
sea: SEA WELLNESS.

This holistic approach demands the knowledge acquired 
over two generations about the millennia-old properties 
of seawater. It perpetuates the family tradition and is 
reinventing marine treatments. This family expertise is 
supported by highly-qualified scientists and therapists 
ready to meet ever-changing well-being and health 
requirements.

OUR STORY
A LEGACY OF MARINE TREATMENTS

The Phélippeau family Pornichet
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LA CÔTE 
D’AMOURLA 

BAULE 
BAY Listed as one of the world’s most beautiful bays, 

La Baule is a fantastic seaside destination where 
you can find your balance. This pearl on the 
Côte d’Amour is home to the stunning Château 
des Tourelles, the very expression of modern 
thalassotherapy and its power to remedy our ills.

Completely facing the sea and surrounded by its ribbon 
of fine sand, the hotel represents a regenerative break 
from your everyday. Just a short walk from the beating 
heart of La Baule, the sea air with its scent of the pine 
forest offers a pure, invigorating atmosphere for deep 
oxygenation. Take a big breath - it’s time!

A WAVE OF POSITIVITY
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SEA WELLNESS
THE HALLMARK 
OF TOTAL  
WELL-BEING

Move better  
Eat better  
Sleep better Feel Better

Much more than mere words, SEA WELLNESS 
is a genuine state of mind. It embodies a global 
philosophy of well-being associated with  
the benefits of the sea:  
move better, sleep better, eat better to feel better. 

Essential touchpoints for rediscovering balance in 
contact with the sea, drawing energy from the strength 
of the elements. A unique statement in thalassotherapy 
for an enriched experience built around physical 
exercise, a balanced diet and mental well-being, 
ensuring a complete reset of the body and mind.

FOR
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NEXT STOP  CHÂTEAU 
LIFE

The first stone was laid at the Château des Tourelles 
in 1860. 150 years later, this fairy tale destination 
overlooking the ocean is dedicated to pleasure  
and well-being from the sea.

It is a jewel in modern thalassotherapy’s crown,  
an historic property constantly focused on the future 
as it continues to write its fabulous story with the sea, 
sharing the benefits with you.

Welcome 
to the kingdom 
of the 
Little  
Mermaid
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THE SEA  
WATCHES OVER 
YOUR SLEEP
The quality of your sleep is one of the keys to SEA 
WELLNESS. We work hand in hand with the sea air to 
guarantee the best rest for you. Our cosy, bright and 
welcoming rooms with their delicate and soothing 
colours have been designed to help you improve your 
sleep. They have extremely comfortable bedding 
and two types of pillows: comfort or soft, and every 
modern facility to make you feel at home.

THE ULTIMATE SEA VIEW

WAVES OF SLEEP 
HELP YOU 
DRIFT AWAY

Our rooms have lovely patios with views of the  
ocean or the hundred-year-old trees to immerse  
you in the marine atmosphere. 
In this purest of air, the wash of the waves will lull  
you to sleep and keep you there.
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LIGHT  
AND DELICIOUS 

CUISINE

Donatien Sahagun Mencias
- 
Master restaurateur  

INSPIRED BY THE SEA

Facing the ocean, the Château des Tourelles restaurant 
invites you to discover the pleasure of food inspired by 
the sea: healthy, balanced and tasty.

Our team of passionate men and women has devised 
a delicious menu with salt-kissed food that is of the 
land and sea, associated with the flavours of seasonal 
produce. This local cuisine reconnected to nature’s 
rhythms offers us a flavour experience rich in micro-
nutrients and trace elements for a thousand and one 
benefits and just as many pleasures.

SEASIDE ESCAPE
-
Every Friday evening, 
your taste buds take to 
the sea at our buffet for 
an exceptional tribute 
to our region and the 
wealth its coastline has 
to offer.

BRUNCH FIT FOR A 
PRINCE
-
Every Sunday from 12.30pm, 
Château des Tourelles  
opens its doors to every 
gourmet for a delicious and 
welcoming brunch with the 
ocean in the background.

ROYAL BREAKFAST
-
Breakfast is an experience in 
its own right. With pastries, 
savoury dishes and fresh 
produce all flying the SEA 
WELLNESS flag, there is 
something for everyone  
and every taste.

OUR 
TABLE 
OF DELIGHTS

FRESH, LOCAL  
AND SEASONAL 
FOOD TO EAT BETTER
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* booking required at the thalasso reception and subject to availability.

- 
Sports coach and dietician  

Sophie Chanteau

WELLNESS
ACCESS

MARINE SPA
•  1 heated seawater pool (32°C) with 30 

underwater jets, 7 air jet seats, 2 swimming 
lanes (23 metres) 

•  1 seawater pool with adjustable water 
level and temperature, 2 waterfalls and 9 
underwater massage jets. 

•  1 sauna for men and 
1 for women

• 1 mixed steam bath

CARDIO-FITNESS GYM
• cross trainer
• treadmill 
• cardio-training bike
• weights.

WATER, 
AIR 
AND SALT!

WATER ACTIVITIES
Different water activities are available for 
working your energy, your flexibility and your 
fitness: 
• aquatraining
• aquabiking 
• gentle aquagym 
• aquafitness 
• aquabody

TRY THE COACHED ACTIVITIES*
• bike rides 
• Nordic walking 
• power walking 
• running 
• muscle strength 
• water activities
• sophrology
• qi-gong session

THE MARINE SPA
DIVE INTO THE HEART OF WELL-BEING

An ocean of well-being awaits you 7 days a week in our fitness  
and relaxation space. Enjoy many activities available to you  
and the benefits of seawater at the ideal temperature.  
Experience a moment when body & mind rediscover their  
connection and work together. 

During your stay at the hotel, enjoy free access to:
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A COCOON 
JUST FOR YOUTHE 

RELAIS 
THALASSO 
SUITE
The RELAIS THALASSO® suites inject a breath 
of fresh innovation in how to experience 
thalassotherapy. Alone or as a couple, enjoy this 
unique innovation privately.

For the perfect stay, we have developed how we 
provide treatments by adding a certain fluidity to your 
experience. To ensure maximum comfort and preserve 
your well-being bubble, your treatments take place 
in a unique room reserved just for you. You will have 
your own thalassotherapist. No need to go to your 
treatments, they come to you... You can then fully relax 
and enjoy them without interruption.

Discover the
RELAISTHALASSO®

1. THE MARINE JET 
energises  
blood circulation  
and massages your 
body.

2. THE TREATMENT 
TABLE 
where you will  
be massaged, 
with or without  
a seawater  
shower.

3. THE POLYSENSORY 
BATH 
with essential  
oils - relaxing or 
energising - are 
enjoyed in soft 
lighting, perfect  
for relaxing. 

4. THE PRIVATE 
TURKISH BATH 
where you can  
also have a hot 
seaweed wrap.

ONE TIME, ONE SPACE, 
ONE THERAPIST:  
THE JOY OF FOCUSING 
ONLY ON YOUR WELL-BEING!

3

1

2

4
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THE SEA 
IS A PRECIOUS 
TREASURE

OUR BODY, 
A DROP IN THE 
OCEAN
NATURE HAS ALWAYS BEEN 
THE REMEDY FOR OUR ILLS
- 
Upon contact with the sea, our 
body regenerates itself and 
strengthens its immunity. The 
airways are cleansed, blood 
circulation is stimulated and 
reboots the cardiovascular system. 
The mind is eased and sleep is 
regulated. 

The sea air also helps boost our 
vital functions. Loaded with trace 
elements, iodine and negative ions, 
it has oxygen levels far higher than 
on land and contains a hundred 
times fewer germs.  

The sea is a natural battery for the 
body and mind; we are recharged 
by its very presence.

INSPIRED BY THE SEA 
-
RELAIS THALASSO draws its 
inspiration from the marine world 
to infuse its treatments with the 
best of the sea. 

Everything is focused on 
remineralisation with seawater 
freshly collected at each high tide. 
A 100% bio-available resource  
that is effortlessly assimilated  
by the skin. 

Chosen very carefully, our sea 
muds, salts and seaweeds 
are bursting with therapeutic 
properties to seep through the  
skin and strengthen our 
relationship with the sea.

SLOWING DOWN FOR GREATER 
FULFILMENT
-
Our crazy pace of life takes us 
away from ourselves and our 
needs... Slowing down is essential 
to return to meaning in our lives.

With the lulling sound of the waves 
and the slow rhythm of the tides, 
the sea orients us on the path of 
what is essential through slow 
living. It infuses in us its positive 
slowness, inviting us to respect 
biological rhythms, seasons and 
time to mature. We take the time  
to breathe, be present in what  
we think, what we want and  
what we experience. 

Richer in natural active ingredients than any other 
form of water on the planet, the sea is a source of life 
that only nature could offer. This living water is full of 
almost all trace elements and minerals on Earth. 

The essence of life with a composition in perfect 
osmosis with blood plasma and the water in our cells  
to optimise our metabolism.  
Unequalled regenerative power to build your well-being 
capital today for tomorrow.
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THE  
BENEFITS 
OF THALASSO 
THERAPY
At RELAIS THALASSO, thalassotherapy represents a 
moment for you in a world where it is easy to forget 
yourself. A pause to reboot the machine and build on 
your well-being capital.

Its therapeutic properties are based on seawater  
which, through osmosis as soon as it is heated to  
body temperature, enable active marine ingredients 
to penetrate the skin, reactivate vital functions and 
release tension. It is combined with our sea mud 
and seaweed wrap treatments that are analgesic, 
remineralising and deeply relaxing.  
RELAIS THALASSO expert marine therapy lastingly  
re-establishes the balance between body and mind.

THE 7 BENEFITS
OF 
THALASSO
-

1
2
3
4
5

OPTIMUM 
FITNESS

IMPROVED 
BLOOD 
CIRCULATION

STIMUL ATED 
TOXIN 
ELIMINATION

IMPROVED
BREATHING

POSITIVE 
EFFECT ON 
MUSCLES 
AND JOINTS

7
6SLIMMING 

AND  
RADIANCE

SLEEP 
IS MORE 
REGUL ATED

BEING GOOD TO YOURSELF TODAY TO BE BET TER TOMORROW

THE 6 ESSENTIAL TREATMENTS  
IN THALASSOTHERAPY:
• BODY SCRUB
• POLYSENSORY MARINE BATH
• SEA MUD APPLICATION 
• SEAWEED WRAP
• SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE
• MARINE JET MASSAGE

Discover our 6 
thalassotherapy 

treatments 

23
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SALT-KISSED 
ESCAPES
Give yourself time for an intense mineral boost  
with long-lasting effects. 6 days of treatments  
are ideal to let the sea take care of you.

Just 6 days to leave bad habits behind and set up a 
new routine, energise your body and let go with salt-
infused massages. 6 days to learn how sport can help, 
rediscover good eating habits with your half board 
package and boost your immunity with the strength  
of the elements.

Embark upon a salt-kissed escape and feel the call 
of the sea. Be good to yourself today to be better 
tomorrow. Welcome aboard.

THE BOOSTING EFFECT OF A LONG STAY

DISCOVER OUR 
SALT-KISSED ESCAPES:

24

HARMONY OF 
BODY & MIND

BEAUTY & SPA THALASSO & SPAFITNESS THALAVIE PREMIUM 
HEALTH
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NEW FOR 
2022 

A NATURAL YOUTHFUL EFFECT

  YOUTHFULNESS
5 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 12 THAL ASSO TREATMENTS + 6 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

YOUR BENEFITS
An intensive facial programme with immediate and lasting 
visible results: your features are firmer, your skin radiant 
and plumper and your eyes younger. You will notice a real 
lifting effect.

12 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS  
IN A PRIVATE ROOM
• 1 body scrub
• 3 seaweed wraps
• 3 toning or energising marine jets
• 3 polysensory marine baths
• 2 relaxing massages

6 EXPERT ANTI-AGEING TREATMENTS
• 1 Premium Global Intensive Rejuvenation facial (80 min)
• 1 Cryo-Fillmed treatment (50 min)
• 1 LED-Fillmed treatment (50 min)
• 2 LPG Endermolift Cellu M6 facials (25 min)
• 1 Japanese Kobido face massage

1 FILLMED PERFUSION SKIN DIAGNOSTIC

YOUR SKIN FIRMNESS  
WILL MAKE YOU 
HAPPIER  
EVERY DAY

Treat yourself to the rejuvenating facial programme with visible results from the end of your package  
From cosmetic medicine, our Fillmed by Filorga anti-age treatments activate cellular renewal 

and use cutting-edge techniques to reveal a little more of your beauty every day. 

FROM €1,700 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate), without accommodation:  
For one €1,320 – For two €1,245 per person.

 Arrival any day  
of the week

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Complete your beauty 
programme with an 
LPG lipo-massage 
body session

NEED FOR ESCAPE AND WELL-BEING

WORLD MASSAGES
5 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 21 TREATMENTS INCLUDING 5 ACTIVITIES*

Thalassotherapy treatments and long massages on this healthy and extremely relaxing 
programme. Explore many well-being techniques from around the world and travel 

limitlessly through our selection of spa treatments inspired by the different continents. 
Every day is an escape to absolute relaxation.

FROM €1,690
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate), without accommodation: 
For one €1,145 – For two €1,090 per person.

YOUR BENEFITS
With the seawater treatments, the spa massages release 
the tension from your body. You will leave revitalised, 
relaxed and light-hearted.

11 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
IN A PRIVATE ROOM 
• 1 Asbolute Island scrub
• 2 polysensory baths
• 3 seaweed wraps
• 3 marine jets
• 2 massages with or without a seawater shower

5 SPA TREATMENTS
•  1 Californian massage (50 min)
•  1 Balinese massage (50 min)
• 1 Supreme Harmony Tourelles massage (60 min)
• 1 Lomi Lomi massage (50 min)
•  1 Oceania massage (50 min)

5 WELLNESS ACTIVITIES
• 5 water activities*

A GENUINE 
ESCAPE

      Try the Revolution 
mask. You’ll find it 
in the store

 Arrival any day of the 
week

 Wellness access  
(p. 16)

 Let yourself be 
tempted by a Shiatsu 
Light treatment

EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET
EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET

BEAUTY & SPA BEAUTY & SPA

26 *optional water activities, when booking and registering, 

cannot be replaced by treatments.

PROFESSIONAL 
RANGE - Fillmed -
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YOUR BENEFITS
In 6 days, change your reflexes through workshops that help you adopt a new rhythm  
and commit lastingly to change. Thanks to your treatments, your tension is released  
and energy restored. Enriched with the notions and reflexes you have acquired,  
you will go home fulfilled by this week where you took great care of your body and mind. 
This aspirational programme has been built phase by phase.  
The rosette is the visual element that represents each direction of change for your 
everyday treatments.

DAY 1 *
INTRODUCTION TO WELL-BEING
Nutrition assessment – Zest and Salt 
Scrub – LPG facial – Fucus wrap – Initial 
assessment

DAY 3 *
OXYGENATION AND MOVEMENT
“Good habits” workshop – Cryotherapy 
wrap – Expert Sea Lift facial – Water 
activity – Hot stone massage

DAY 5 *
ACHIEVING YOUR GOAL
End of package assessment - LPG Cellu 
M6 body treatment - Kobido - Water 
activity 

DAY 2 *
THE BODY AND BALANCE
Micro-nutrition conference - LPG Cellu M6 
body treatment - FILLMED facial - Meal 
with the dietician - “Learn to breathe” 
workshop

DAY 4 * 
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
“Nature and me” conference - Supreme 
Harmony treatment - LPG facial - Nordic 
walking - Wellness workshop

DAY 6 *
ZEN TO HOME
Metamorphosis cocktail - Ocean 
Body Shape Massage - Marine jets - 
Polysensory marine bath - Fucus wrap

MEET THE BEST VERSION OF YOURSELF

METAMORPHOSIS
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 16 TREATMENTS + 12 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

RELAIS THALASSOs are revolutionising traditional thalassotherapy  
codes with a new global well-being programme that stems from physical  

and mental reprogramming.

FROM €1,780 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate)

       Arrival Sunday  
evening only

       Wellness access (p. 16)
*The organisation of days
and treatments may change.

I BALANCE  
MY BODY

I MAKE 
MY FACE MORE  

BEAUTIFUL

5 DIRECTIONS
FOR CHANGE

I RELEASE 
MY MIND

I CHANGE  
MY REFLEXES

 I TAKE CARE 
OF MY BODY

EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET

HARMONY OF BODY & MIND

28
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DISCOVER 
THALASSOTHERAPY 

DIVE IN

      ESSENTIAL
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 24 TREATMENTS INCLUDING 5 ACTIVITIES* 

This complete thalassotherapy programme draws all its effective invigorating properties 
from the sea. We have selected the best-performing treatments to ensure deep 

remineralisation and muscle relaxation.

FROM €1,440 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate), without accommodation: 
For one €999 – For two €910 per person.

YOUR BENEFITS
A fantastic rejuvenating experience for your metabolism, 
this programme is a real booster for the body. Draw all  
the minerals you need from the seawater and sea air.  
You’ll be in fine form and the feeling will last!

 
This complete thalassotherapy programme has  

3 to 4 treatments a day (depending on the day).

19 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS  
IN A PRIVATE ROOM
• 1 body scrub
• 4 seaweed wraps 
• 4 marine jets
• 4 polysensory marine baths
• 6 massages with or without a seawater shower (20 min)

5 WELLNESS ACTIVITIES
• 5 water activities*

 Arrival any day  
of the week

 
      Wellness access  

(p. 16)

 For this package we 
recommend: 1 Sea 
Nutri facial (p. 50)

WELL-BEING OR LEISURE? WHY CHOOSE? 

LIBERTY
5 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 17 TREATMENTS INCLUDING 5 ACTIVITIES*

- Recharge your batteries - - Reconnect -

This package is ideal for discovering thalassotherapy and its benefits.  
Through a balanced programme that combines relaxation and invigorating treatments, 

enjoy the best of thalassotherapy at your own pace, with no constraints 
and choosing whatever you want.

FROM €1,160 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate), without accommodation: 
For one €699 – For two €549 per person.

YOUR BENEFITS
You'll very quickly feel your energy return. This fitness 
programme, in tune with your needs, introduces you  
to all the benefits of thalassotherapy without giving  
up your leisure programme.  
Rest, relaxation and pleasure guaranteed.

With 2 to 3 treatments a day (depending on the day), 

this programme gives you the freedom to improve  

your package however you like.

12 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
IN A PRIVATE SPACE
• 1 body scrub
• 3 seaweed wraps
• 3 marine jets
• 2 polysensory marine baths
• 3 massages with or without a seawater shower (20 min)

5 WELLNESS ACTIVITIES
• 5 water activities*

 Arrival any day of the 
week

 
      Wellness access  

(p. 16)

 To boost the benefits 
of your package, 
try the Supreme 
Harmony massage 
Tourelles (p. 51).

FEEL YOUR  
ENERGY
RETURN

*optional water activities, when booking and registering, 

cannot be replaced by treatments.

*optional water activities, when booking and registering, 

cannot be replaced by treatments.

EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHETEXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET

3130

FITNESS FITNESS



MASSAGES AND LET TING GO

SPA WELLNESS
5 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 21 TREATMENTS INCLUDING 5 ACTIVITIES*

YOUR BENEFITS
Your closeness to the sea in a privileged environment 
combined with our exceptional treatments ensure total 
well-being, with zero stress.

11 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS  
IN A PRIVATE ROOM
•  1 body scrub
• 3 seaweed wraps 
• 3 marine jets
• 2 polysensory marine baths
• 2 massages with or without a seawater shower (20 min)

5 SPA TREATMENTS
• 2 Californian massages (25 min)
• 1 Extreme Tourelles massage (50 min)
• 1 facial selected from Essentials (50 min)
• 1 Marine Synergy massage (50 min)

5 WELLNESS ACTIVITIES
• 5 water activities*

This programme includes thalassotherapy treatments and well-being massages to provide 
deep relaxation and vitality. Recharge your batteries with active marine ingredients  

and enjoy complete relaxation in an exceptional environment.

FROM €1,605 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate), without accommodation: 
For one €1,047 – For two €989 per person.

      Arrival any day  
of the week

 
      Wellness access  

(p. 16)

 Try a hot stone 
massage and 
completely let go

LASTING  
CALM 

*optional water activities, when booking and registering, 

cannot be replaced by treatments.

THE PROGRAMME IN YOUR OWN IMAGE

CARTE BLANCHE
SOLO ONLY  |  5 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 2H OF TREATMENTS PER DAY  

As all your treatments take place in a private room with your dedicated thalassotherapist, 
you can draw up your own customised programme of thalassotherapy treatments  

day by day. Gentle massages or more bracing, regenerative or remineralising treatments...
treat yourself. 

FROM €1,610 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate), without accommodation: 
FOR ONE € 1,199

YOUR BENEFITS
This programme is in tune with your desires and dedicated 
to your pleasure, providing the optimum benefit.  
Designed for people with an initial thalassotherapy 
experience, Carte Blanche means you can create your 
own programme in tune with your desires, for even more 
pleasure and a return to well-being.

Make up your own programme of 2 hours per day with 

your thalassotherapist. 

2 HOURS OF TREATMENTS PER DAY IN A PRIVATE ROOM. 
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
• body scrub
• seaweed wrap 
• sea mud applications
• marine jets
• polysensory marine baths
• massage with or without a seawater shower 

There are 3 x 50-minute massages included in your 
programme:  
• Marine Synergy massage 
• Lomi Lomi massage 
• Balinese massage

WHATEVER  
YOU WANT

 Arrival any day  
of the week

 
      Wellness access  

(p. 16)

 Enhance your beauty 
with the Prestige 
Fillmed Premium 
Global Rejuvenation 
treatment (p. 50)

EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET

EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET

THALASSO & SPA THALASSO & SPA
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THAL AVIE

YOUR PREMIUM  
HEALTH PACKAGES

Our Thalavie health thalassotherapy 
programmes adapt to your needs to take 
lasting care of you. 

In our THALAVIE PREMIUM HEALTH programmes, our experts tailor your treatments, diet and 
physical exercise to your needs. We provide customised solutions to your functional, physical and 
mental issues whether they are bone, joint or metabolic or a reflection of tiredness due to chronic stress 
and/or disturbed sleep.

TARGETING YOUR NEEDS
As soon as you have booked your 
package, we will send you an online 
health pre-assessment to target your 
needs. 

SUPPORT
Throughout your stay, you have the 
support of our health experts:  
doctor, sports coach, dietician.

LIFESTYLE CHANGE
You will generate lasting change 
applicable to your everyday life 
through coaching and advice from  
our experts.

POST-PACKAGE ASSESSMENT
Over the weeks after the end of your 
programme, you will receive follow-up 
calls from our doctor.

CUSTOMISED PACKAGE
A private appointment with our doctor 
at the beginning of your stay will 
help customise your package, create 
your personalised thalassotherapy 
treatment programme and assess 
your micro-nutritional assessment.

PERSONALISED

SUPPORT 

1

3

4

5

2

THALAVIE EXTRAS: management of all the medical, diet and sports aspects | goodies such as the Thalavie kit 
l possibility of a slimming menu with no supplement as full board. 

OUR THALAVIE - STRONGER HEALTH PACKAGE l WITH OUR “EXPERT” OPTION
Digestive comfort

MICROBIOTA PACKAGE l                    (minimum 2 months advance booking) additional cost

In partnership with LUXIA SCIENTIFIC, we offer an assessment of your intestinal microbiota (stool analysis)  
so we can give you nutritional advice to help establish a better balance for your flora and therefore improve 

your health and your everyday life.

35



FILL UP ON ENERGY

GENERAL VITALITY
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 27 TREATMENTS + 5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

The Thalavie Vitality General programme has specific treatments to help you find energy 
and vitality. Our experts share good habits with you that will help you keep fit every day.  

You will begin a lasting change.

FROM €1,920 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate)
Full board recommended

YOUR BENEFITS
You will release your tension and rediscover tone  
and vitality. Fill up on trace elements and minerals.  
Your body rediscovers its immune defences. 

22 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
IN A PRIVATE SPACE
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 6 seaweed wraps 
• 6 marine jets
• 4 polysensory marine baths
•  5 deep tissue or relaxing massages (20 min) with  

or without a seawater shower

5 SPECIFIC WATER ACTIVITIES 
IN OUR MARINE SPA
• Aqua breathing
• Aqua stretching
• Posturology
• Aqua-Qi
• Aqua sophrology

5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 appointment with our doctor
• 2 appointments with our dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

RELEASE YOUR 
TENSION AND  
REDISCOVER TONE  
AND VITALITY. 

      A Thalavie  
Tourelles kit

      Wellness access  
(p. 16) 

      Arrival Sunday 
evening only

EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET
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THE PATH TO SERENIT Y

STRESS & SLEEP
6 DAYS |  6 NIGHTS |  27 TREATMENTS + 5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

This programme guides you to manage your stress and improve the quality of your 
sleep. Expert treatments, nutritional advice for peaceful nights along with balanced water 

activities form the basis of this programme.

FROM €1,920 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate)
Full board recommended

YOUR BENEFITS
Let go and rediscover peace. With the power of seawater, 
sea air and advice from our experts, recapture restorative 
sleep to feel better, every day.

22 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
IN A PRIVATE SPACE
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 6 applications of self-heating red seaweed and 

magnesium mud
• 6 marine jets 
• 4 polysensory marine baths
•  5 specific massages of reflex areas linked to targeted 

issues and relaxing massages with or without a 
seawater shower 

5 SPECIFIC WATER ACTIVITIES  
IN OUR MARINE SPA
• Aqua breathing
• Aqua stretching
• Posturology
• Aqua-Qi
• Aqua sophrology

5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 appointment with our doctor
• 2 appointments with our dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

   A Thalavie 
 Tourelles kit

       
       Wellness access 

(p. 16) 

      Arrival Sunday 
evening only

REDISCOVER  
A GOOD NIGHT’S 
SLEEP

FEEL BET TER BY TAKING CARE OF YOUR STOMACH

DIGESTIVE COMFORT
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 27 TREATMENTS + 5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

Soothe your abdominal pain thanks to micro-nutrition. Our health experts who work in 
collaboration with the Pileje laboratory provide personal support throughout your stay. 

FROM €1,920
Low season rate, not discountable, 

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate)
Full board recommended 

REDISCOVER 
A SENSE OF 
LIGHTNESS

YOUR BENEFITS
You will rediscover abdominal comfort every day by 
improving how your digestive system functions and 
through a general body detox.  
You will enjoy a feeling of lightness that you haven’t 
experienced for a long time.

22 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS
IN A PRIVATE ROOM 
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 4 polysensory marine baths
• 6 special “digestion” marine jets
• 3 seaweed body wraps
• 3 specific marine mud applications
• 3 seawater shower massages
• 1 abdominal massage
• 1 relaxing arch of the foot massage

5 SPECIFIC WATER ACTIVITIES
IN OUR MARINE SPA 
• Aqua breathing
• Aqua stretching
• Posturology
• Aqua-Qi
• Aqua sophrology

5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 appointment with our doctor
• 2 appointments with our dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

       A Thalavie 
Tourelles kit

       
       Wellness access 

 (p. 16) 

      Arrival Sunday 
evening only

EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET
EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR BODY AND SHAPE

BODY SHAPE & SLIMMING
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 27 TREATMENTS + 5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

Supported by our health experts, in this programme you will enjoy thalassotherapy treatments 
targeted to help you lose weight and tone your body. Physical exercise and a balanced diet work 

together to help you shape your body without giving up little pleasures.

FROM €1,920 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate)
Full board recommended

YOUR BENEFITS
You will rediscover a firm, toned body as you improve 
your metabolism without depriving yourself. With your 
personalised guide, you can continue the programme 
every day at home.

22 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
IN A PRIVATE SPACE
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 6 wraps
• 6 detox marine jets 
• 4 polysensory marine baths
• 5 slimming massages (20 min) 
 
5 SPECIFIC WATER ACTIVITIES 
IN OUR MARINE SPA
• Aqua breathing
• Aqua stretching
• Posturology
• Aqua-Qi
• Aqua sophrology

5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 appointment with our doctor
• 2 appointments with our dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

      A Thalavie  
Tourelles kit

      Wellness access  
(p. 16) 

      Arrival Sunday 
evening only

REDISCOVER  
FIRM & TONED 
SHAPE

RELIEVE YOUR PAIN AND REDISCOVER MOBILIT Y

BACK AND JOINTS
6 DAYS | 6 NIGHTS | 27 TREATMENTS + 5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS

The benefits of thalassotherapy have been demonstrated in particular for painful joints, muscles  
and tendons. This programme has been designed to prevent and relieve joint problems associated with 

our lifestyle: tension relieving treatments, water activities, better sleep and a more balanced diet.

FROM €1,920 
Low season rate, not discountable,

per person, half board, double room (comfort room rate)
Full board recommended

YOUR BENEFITS
The Back and Joints package is a therapeutic and 
preventive programme. You will strengthen your back 
muscles and relieve joint pain. You will lastingly improve 
your mobility and flexibility to rediscover your energy  
and fitness.

22 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS 
IN A PRIVATE SPACE
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 6 self-heating marine mud applications
• 6 marine jets
• 4 polysensory marine baths
•  5 relaxing massages (20 min) with or without a seawater 

shower 

5 SPECIFIC WATER ACTIVITIES 
IN OUR MARINE SPA
• Aqua breathing
• Aqua stretching
• Posturology
• Aqua-Qi
• Aqua sophrology

5 EXPERT APPOINTMENTS
• 1 appointment with our doctor
• 2 appointments with our dietician
• 2 coached exercise sessions

      A Thalavie Tourelles 
kit

      Wellness access
      (p. 16) 

      Arrival Sunday 
evening only

ALLEVIATE 
YOUR PAIN 

EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET
EXTRAS AT RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET
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SHORTER 
STAYS
Give yourself an ocean break for a few days and let 
yourself breathe. With or without accommodation, to 
suit your mood and your desires, the short stay is the 
first well-being step that will lead you to a lastingly better 
you. 

Let go and enjoy this moment suspended in time 
where finally you are focusing on yourself and your 
environment. 

Seaweed, water, sea mud, the sea air, massages and 
exceptional surroundings: next stop the short stay that 
suits you. 

THE REMINERALISING BENEFIT OF A SHORT STAY

DISCOVER OUR 
SHORTER STAYS:

43

THALASSO & SPA FITNESS BEAUTY & SPA



          Wellness access (p. 16)           Wellness access (p. 16)

4 TREATMENTS
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub   
• 1 polysensory bath  
• 1 seaweed wrap   
• 1 Californian massage (50 min) 

6 TREATMENTS
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 2 polysensory baths  
• 1 seaweed wrap     
• 1 seawater shower massage 
• 1 Californian massage (50 min)   

10 TREATMENTS
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 1 polysensory bath  
• 2 seaweed wraps
• 2 marine jets  
• 1 massage with or without a seawater shower  
• 1 Californian massage (25 min)
• 1 Californian massage (50 min)
• 1 Essential facial (50 min)

SPA WELLNESS 2 NIGHTS I 1 DAY OF TREATMENTS 
From €504 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

SPA WELLNESS 3 NIGHTS I 2 DAYS OF TREATMENTS
From €764 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

MASSAGES AND LET TING GO 

MINI SPA WELLNESS

The benefits of the marine environment combined with our exceptional  
treatments ensure total well-being.

SPA WELLNESS 4 NIGHTS I 3 DAYS OF TREATMENTS
From €1,097 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

4 TREATMENTS 
Choose from:
• Supreme Ocean scrub
• polysensory bath 
• seaweed wrap or sea mud application 
• marine jets 
• massage with or without a seawater shower

8 TREATMENTS 
Choose from:
• polysensory bath
• seaweed wrap
• marine jets
• seawater shower massage
• Marine Synergy, Lomi Lomi, Balinese massage

2H OF TREATMENTS PER DAY 
Choose from:
• Marine Synergy, Lomi Lomi, Balinese massage 
• Supreme Ocean scrub
• polysensory bath
• seaweed wrap or sea mud application 
• marine jets
• massage with or without a seawater shower

CARTE BLANCHE 2 NIGHTS I 1 DAY OF TREATMENTS
From €380 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate with breakfast

CARTE BLANCHE 3 NIGHTS I 2 DAYS OF TREATMENTS
From €745 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

CARTE BLANCHE 4 NIGHTS I 3 DAY OF TREATMENTS
From €1,100 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

THE PROGRAMME IN YOUR OWN IMAGE

MINI CARTE BLANCHE

Make up your own treatment programme with your thalassotherapist.  
Focused on your requirements, the programme will provide maximum benefit.

THALASSO & SPA THALASSO & SPA
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4 TREATMENTS
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 1 polysensory bath
• 1 seaweed wrap
• 1 Balinese or Lomi Lomi massage

7 TREATMENTS
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub    
• 1 polysensory bath   
• 2 seaweed wraps 
• 1 marine jet   
• 1 Oceania massage
• 1 Lomi Lomi massage

9 TREATMENTS
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub    
• 1 polysensory bath   
• 2 seaweed wraps 
• 2 marine jets    
• 1 Balinese massage
• 1 Californian massage (50 min)
• 1 Oceania massage   

WORLD MASSAGES 2 NIGHTS I 1 DAY OF TREATMENTS
From €409 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate with breakfast

WORLD MASSAGES 3 NIGHTS I 2 DAYS OF TREATMENTS
From €803 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

WORLD MASSAGES 4 NIGHTS I 3 DAYS OF TREATMENTS
From €1,127 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

NEED FOR ESCAPE AND WELL-BEING

MINI WORLD MASSAGES

Explore limitless well-being techniques from around the world and escape through our selection  
of Spa treatments inspired by the different continents.

3 TREATMENTS
• 1 polysensory bath
• 1 seaweed wrap 
• 1 massage (25 min)

6 TREATMENTS
• 1 body scrub 
• 2 polysensory baths
• 1 seaweed wrap 
• 1 marine jet
• 1 massage with or without a seawater shower

10 TREATMENTS
• 1 body scrub 
• 3 polysensory baths
• 2 seaweed wraps 
• 2 marine jets
• 2 massages with or without a seawater shower

ESSENTIAL 2 NIGHTS I 1 DAY OF TREATMENTS
From €345 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate with breakfast

ESSENTIAL 3 NIGHTS I 2 DAYS OF TREATMENTS
From €675 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

ESSENTIAL 4 NIGHTS I 3 DAYS OF TREATMENTS
From €935 per person, based on a double room comfort  
rate half board

DIVE IN

MINI ESSENTIAL

This fitness programme introduces you to all the benefits of thalassotherapy  
without giving up your leisure programme.

FITNESS BEAUTY & SPA
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ESCAPE

WEEKENDS 
1 DAY | 1 NIGHT 

WEEKEND IN LOVE
Enjoy a weekend in a magical place on the edge of the 
ocean where time stands still.
From €635 for 2 people half board, double room 

(Prestige Ocean room rate). 

• 1 wonderful night
• 1 romantic gift in your room
• 3 couple thalassotherapy treatments per person
• 1 romantic dinner at Pointe du Bec (not including drinks)*
• 1 romantic breakfast 

•       Wellness access (p. 16)

WELLNESS ESCAPE
From €399 for 2 people half board, double room 

(Prestige Ocean room rate).

Low season rate, not discountable,

• 1 night
• 1 breakfast
• 1 Wellness Attitude dinner*

•       Wellness access (p. 16)
*  or seafood buffet for Friday arrival.

TREAT YOURSELF

BUBBLE DAYS

ESCAPE BUBBLE
FOR ONE: € 139 - FOR TWO: € 125 per person

• 2 treatments 
• 1 “L’Express des Tourelles” lunch*

• access to the Marine Spa

EMOTION BUBBLE
FOR ONE: € 205 - FOR TWO: € 159 per person

• 3 treatments including 1 massage or scrub
• 1 “L’Express des Tourelles” lunch*

• access to the Marine Spa

PASSION BUBBLE
FOR ONE: € 255 - FOR TWO: € 189 per person 

• 4 treatments including 1 massage
• 1 “L’Express des Tourelles” lunch*

• access to the Marine Spa

SHARED BUBBLE I 1 child aged 6 to 15 + 1 parent
€ 209

• 1 body massage (25 min)
• 1 Labiomer facial (10 min)
• Fruit juice and gourmet selection at Le Bar du Château
• access to the Marine Spa for children at specific 

times

* For Sunday bookings, there will be a 
€ 39 supplement for brunch.

WONDERFUL WEEKENDS
& BUBBLE DAYS

Discover gifts to treat  
yourself or others here 
www.relaisthalasso-tourelles.com
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OUR MOST WONDERFUL 
TREATMENTS

Discover gifts to treat yourself 
or others here 
www.relaisthalasso-tourelles.com

RELAIS THALASSO 
FACIALS 

KOBIDO RELAIS THALASSO SIGNATURE TREATMENT 
50 min l € 139

I am an ancestral Japanese massage technique. A genuine 
natural face lift, I awaken the dullest of tones and smooth the 
skin’s surface to reveal a second youth. 

THE REGENERATIVE ANTI-AGE EXPERTS

SEA NUTRI 
50 min | € 119 

I repair passing time with my expert relaxing and energising 
movements. My super pair of “generous” lifting and nourishing 
masks gives skin the greatest comfort. 

SEA LIFT 
50 min | € 119 

A genuine bowl of fresh cellular air, my “alginate print” mask 
enriched with tensing caviar firms the contours of the face and 
regenerates the epidermis. My lifting and soothing massage 
combines with the replumping power of active marine ingredients.

SEA REPLUMP  
50 min | € 119 

I am the promise of smoothed and plumped skin with my second-
skin mask and its high concentration of marine collagen. My 
energising movements guarantee more toned and younger skin. 

SEA YOUTH NEW 
75 min | € 149 

I am the ideal combination between youth and relaxation.  
I combine a head, neck and shoulder massage with one of 3 
Expert facials, your choice between Sea Lift, Sea Replump and 
Sea Nutri. I promise an exquisite experience and rejuvenated skin.

THE ESSENTIALS

MARINE HYDRATION 
50 min | € 109 

I am an intense hydration treatment that gives the skin elasticity 
and flexibility. My coconut fibre mask enriched with marine active 
ingredients and hyaluronic acid visibly improves hydration. Skin is 
enhanced and the mind freed.

MARINE RADIANCE 
50 min | € 109 

I am a treatment filled with light... A genuine dazzling experience, 
I give the skin freshness and vitality with my mask filled to the 
brim with seawater and red seaweed. And I make you look 
wonderful too. 

MARINE PURIFICATION NEW 
50 min | € 109 

Say goodbye to imperfections... Victory is here! My massage is 
wise. My mask with marine silt and aloe vera rebalances the skin 
with finesse and accuracy. An authentic breath of fresh air.

FILLMED 
FACIALS

PREMIUM GLOBAL REJUVENATION - PRESTIGE TREATMENT 
75 min | € 219 

A global anti-ageing treatment which combines the best of each 
technique. Intense rejuvenating effects. 

TIME ERASER – ANTI-WRINKLES - INTENSIVE TREATMENT 
50 min | € 149 

Anti-wrinkle treatment for smooth, radiant skin and filled wrinkles. 
Intense regenerating effect.

EYE 360° – EYE AREA - EXPRESS TREATMENT 
25 min | € 89 

Special treatment for the eye area to decongest the eyes, reduce 
bags and dark circles. Intense revitalising and rejuvenating effect. 

BODY SCRUBS
I can adapt to all your desires...fruity or rich, intense or subtle. 

The star treatment in thalassotherapy, I get the ball rolling to 

enhance the effectiveness of your treatments. 

20 min | € 69 

SATIN SALT AND 3 TEA SCRUB LEVEL 1  
I'm the gentlest scrub with delicate salt crystals, perfect for 
sensitive skin. My floral notes and oily texture envelop the skin in 
a regenerative cocoon. 

ZEST AND SALT SCRUB LEVEL 2  
Fruity with my extracts of grapefruit seeds and essential 
tangerine oil, I contain Guérande salt crystals. Perfect for the 
undecided, hesitating between gentle or intense exfoliation.

TROPICAL ISLAND ABSOLUTE SCRUB LEVEL 3  
I am rich with my round notes and melting salt crystals.  
My medium intensity awakens the skin and the senses.  
A pure marvel. 

SUPREME OCEAN SCRUB LEVEL 4  
I am the most used scrub in thalassotherapy. My combination  
of 3 salts ensures intense exfoliation. Enjoy my essential oils  
of lavender and camomile to soothe the body and mind. 

FOR MEN
Marine Purification and Sea Replump.  

FOR
YOUNG LADIES  

AND YOUNG MEN
One of our 3 “Essential” treatments.

5150

BODY TREATMENTS

MARINE SYNERGY 
RELAIS THALASSO SIGNATURE TREATMENT 
50 min | €119 for one - €238 for two

I am the RELAIS THALASSO signature massage and I am 
essential, inspired by the changing rhythms of the ocean. 
From head to toe, my slow and energising, gentle and deep 
movements ensure absolute relaxation. 
 
TOURELLES SUPREME HARMONY 
RELAIS THALASSO PORNICHET SIGNATURE TREATMENT 
60 min | € 145 

This deep massage helps you really let go for absolute relaxation. 
Your mind wanders in time with the movements and massage, 
your tensions are released thanks to the joint and muscle work.

WORLD MASSAGES

CALIFORNIAN MASSAGE  
25 min | € 75 – 50 min | € 125

70 min | € 155 – face & body

Light massage combining enveloping movements and sliding 
pressure for deep relaxation. Gentle, soothing and relaxing 
massage. 

HOT STONE MASSAGE
50 min | € 125 

A rebalancing massage that boosts blood circulation, soothes 
muscular tightness and eliminates toxins and negative energies. 
Re-energising, it creates a sense of physical and spiritual release. 

BALINESE
50 min | €125 for one - €250 for two

From Bali, this massage combines movements from Chinese and 
Ayurvedic techniques. This intense massage releases tension 
and soothes the body and mind. It is a unique moment of deep 
relaxation.

LOMI LOMI
50 min | €125 for one - €250 for two

This Hawaiian massage is a genuine dance for the hands, using 
long movements and deep tissue penetration. The body and the 
mind progressively let go for the ultimate in relaxation.

ESCAPES

INDONESIAN ESCAPE 
120 min | €245 for one - €490 for two

Discover a totally Zen world. A ritual foot bath, exfoliation with 
rice powder, soothing green tea wrap in your private steam bath 
and a Balinese massage. 

DETOX ESCAPE 
80 min | €165 for one - €330 for two

I begin with a body scrub with salt and essential tangerine oil, 
perfect for oxygenating and cleansing the skin. I continue with  
a detoxifying and purifying fucus wrap. My escape finishes  
with a complete body massage for an intense relaxing sensation.

POLYNESIAN ESCAPE 
120 min | €245 for one - €490 for two

Escape to the lagoons of Tahiti and Hawaii. Monoï sugar body 
scrub, nutritive Monoï wrap in your private steam bath and  
Lomi Lomi massage. 

ORIENTAL ESCAPE 
60 min | €139 for one - €278 for two

Ritual of the Medina by the ocean. Skin purification begins with 
a black soap and Touareg salt scrub in your private steam bath 
followed by a very traditional massage with Touareg oil. Candles, 
incense, music and mint tea will reinforce the sense of Oriental 
escape.

THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS

SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE 
25 min | € 69 

Relax under a fine rain of warm seawater and enjoy a tension-
releasing massage.

 Possibility of this treatment for two.



OUR COSMETIC

BRANDS

COSMETIC  
ANTI-AGE EXPERTISE
The leading French laboratory in cosmetic medicine, 
FILLMED has dedicated over 30 years to skin ageing 
products, offering complete anti-age solutions to the 
greatest specialists all over the world. We have chosen 
the professional FILLMED range for our youthful skin 
programme, to provide you the very best anti-ageing 
cosmetics and guarantee visible results.

YOU ARE COMING SOON...
15 days before your stay, we recommend: walking 
regularly to prepare your body for treatments, 
reducing sweet and fatty foods at evening meals to 
cleanse your liver, taking vitamin C, starting a digital 
detox programme... And informing us of any medical 
constraints or treatments you should avoid so we can 
adapt your programme.

YOU HAVE ARRIVED... 
Ignore your phone and tablet as much as possible. It is 
important for you to disconnect. Come to the boutique 
15 minutes ahead of your treatment appointment time. 
On your first evening, inform the restaurant team if you 
have any allergies or specific dietary requirements. 
Check your treatment schedule and if necessary, 
contact the thalassotherapy reception team. 

ARE YOU ORGANISED?

ENJOY OUR EARLY BOOKING 
OFFER*

PACKING YOUR SUITCASE...
To make your stay as pleasant as possible, we 
recommend: packing sportswear for the activities 
recommended by our coach or for exercise in the gym. 
You will find flip-flops in the rooms but you can of 
course bring your own if you would prefer. You do not 
need a swimming hat to access our pools. Remember 
to bring your own if you would like to wear it. Ladies, 
your hair may get wet during your treatments. Feel free 
to wear a shower cap.

REMEMBER TO REGISTER 
for water activities or other activities recommended  
by your coach. Feel free to ask the concierge team 
about things to do in the area. We are here to help. 
And the most important thing: enjoy your stay  

at the Château des Tourelles.

Book your packages early and reap the rewards!  
We are offering our guests 20% off bookings more than 2 months in advance  

for all thalassotherapy packages without accommodation  
and with a minimum of 5 days accommodation.

*excluding bank holidays, the month of August and Christmas holidays

PREPARE

YOUR STAY

You can find our 
RELAIS THALASSO and FILLMED cosmetic ranges  

in our RELAIS THALASSO Pornichet store.
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PROFESSIONAL 
RANGE 

MARINE COSMETIC  
EXPERTISE
The heart of thalassotherapy treatments and our purpose for 20 years already! 
The original idea? Create an authentic Home Thalasso line to extend the 
thalassotherapy experience after your stay.
Our purpose at RELAIS THALASSO is to take care of your beauty and your 
health. We approach this task through the thousands of gentle treatments  
and kindnesses we provide. In synergy with our thalassotherapists, this  
work has led us to create our own range of RELAIS THALASSO cosmetics, 
generous and gentle like a beneficial wave from the sea. Its effectiveness  
is enhanced by its high concentration of active marine ingredients, as  
revitalising as a dip in the sea. You will find all the benefits of the ocean  
in our pretty jars and bottles at the store, a souvenir of your holiday by the sea.  
You don’t have to be a thalasso professional to be addicted to our Home 
Thalasso range...



NEARBY
L A CÔTE D'AMOUR

THE COASTAL WALK

These walking trails  
are open to everyone.  
They have wonderful  
views along the cost  

from Pornichet to  
Saint-Nazaire.

LA BRIÈRE MARSHES
Take a journey through the 
heart of the second largest 

marsh area in France. In 
a horse-drawn carriage, 

discover its thatched 
cottages, traditions and 
ancestral artisan crafts.

GUÉRANDE
In this medieval city behind 
its ramparts the traditional 

houses highlight the  
Celtic influence on this 

historical town. Don’t miss  
the famous salt flats.

LE CROISIC
This small yet distinguished 

maritime town invites  
you to discover its  

timber-framed houses  
and beautiful church.

BODY SCRUB
Essential for removing dead cells from the skin, 
it facilitates cellular regeneration and prepares 
the skin for all the benefits of thalassotherapy 
treatments.

POLYSENSORY MARINE BATH
Intensely remineralising, this individual bath 
treatment combines the benefits of a hot bath 
and a massage. A polysensory bath with hot 
seawater provides the equivalent in trace 
elements to 8 hours in the ocean.

SEAWEED WRAP
Laminaria, fucus, spirulina... Seaweeds are very 
rich in minerals and trace elements naturally 
present in the human body. Hot seaweed cream 
is applied to deeply regenerate the entire body.

SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE
Body massage under a gentle, hot seawater 
shower all over the body, sprayed by many 
fine jets. This treatment recharges the body in 
minerals and trace elements, for a feeling of 
deep relaxation.

MARINE JET MASSAGE
The marine jet massage is a standing treatment 
that covers the whole body. It works on stiff 
muscles and stimulates blood circulation. 

SEA MUD APPLICATION
Sea mud is a mixture of natural marine sediment 
enriched with brown seaweed.  
Applied as a poultice, it is known for its 
analgesic properties and can effectively relieve 
joint pain.

THE LITTLE THALASSOTHERAPY  

DICTIONARY
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THE SCIENTIFIC COMMIT TEE

AN EXPERT COMMITTEE
The RELAIS THALASSO has a team of 
scientific experts to provide effective and 
high-performing thalassotherapy packages 
for you, for preventive health or treatment 
programmes.

RELAIS THALASSO Pornichet l Baie de la Baule - Compliant with the AFNOR EXPERIMENTAL STANDARD XP 50-844 “Thalassotherapy - Standards concerning services” 
Non-contractual documents, information and photos - Tariffs valid until 31.12.2022.

The massages are well-being massages.

JEAN-PASCAL PHÉLIPPEAU
Chief Executive Officer 
RELAIS THALASSO

DR GILLES KORB
Doctor and specialist in aesthetic  
and anti-age medicine

DR MAUD GERBAUD
Doctor, Relais Thalasso 
Pornichet in La Baule Bay

DR FRANÇOIS DUFOREZ
AEACHE APHP General Practitioner. Doctor  
and specialist in sport and sleep at the  
Hôtel-Dieu Sleep Centre (Paris)

 

KAMEL TOUADI
Osteopath Treatment expert at  
RELAIS THALASSO Île de Ré

DR ALINE CORCELLE REQUIN
Doctor and specialist in nutrition /  
micro-nutrition. Thalavie Medical Manager

PATRICK NEGARET
General Director of CPAM Les Yvelines  
Director of the National Active Health Project



relaisthalasso-tourelles.com 
tourelles@relaisthalasso.com

BE GOOD TO 
YOURSELF TODAY 

TO BE BETTER 
TOMORROW

-

RELAIS THALASSO 
PORNICHET l BAIE DE LA BAULE 
CHÂTEAU DES TOURELLES

-

1 AVENUE LÉON 
DUBAS
44380 PORNICHET

-

INFORMATION & BOOKINGS 
+33 (0)2 28 56 72 14 

-

HOTEL RECEPTION
+33 (0)2 40 60 80 80


